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Why pay for what you already have? Web & Mobile App (MEAN + Angular 4) APX MART is a web-based application where users can place purchase order & order details from the comfort of their device without making any sign-ups. The design is very simple and elegant. All processes are coded & designed in such a way that it's easy to use. Just enter your contact details, order & checkout, done!
( The app is working on JAVA, Angular 4 & Firebase ) Responsive Design for Mobile App Ease of use Flexibility Easy setup Easy maintenance Contact us Engineering Over 95% Source Code has been kept Maintenance is easy and easy to get your things done, as the developers are available for 24/7. We're always happy to help you in any way that we can. We're the smartest bunch of people you
could ever work with. We help each other & share knowledge when we can. Website Phew! You've made it to the end! (Best of Luck) We provide website support from Domain Registration, Hosting, WordPress, Marketing, SEO and everything else. Domain Registration will cost around $25 ( Which we do to get your website live before its launched ). So, don't forget to add that as an expense while
you're ordering your website. Its good if you know what you are doing. (Its best to ask us!) A website is the first step to become a successful entrepreneur. Its not how good your product is, or how much money you'll make from it. Its what people think of you and your business when they hear about you. Our job is to make you famous online. So, try to be famous and be the leading figure in the market
and you'll surely achieve success. After all! the phone numbers you've got, all the contacts you've got, are what counts. So, work on yourself to get a good set of contacts which can generate positive attention for you! Coding We code to make things right We don't just start coding and hope everything is fine! We try to go through & understand the core concept of what you want to do & understand the
code that we write in depth. So that we don't have to hunt it 82157476af
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